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Summary

Experienced professional with expertise in React and JavaScript, successfully developing multiple 
websites. Utilized exceptional teamwork and communication skills to collaborate effectively with 
diverse teams. Demonstrated brilliant interpersonal skills in client interactions, ensuring clear under-
standing of project requirements. Known for creative website design, delivering visually appealing 
and user-friendly interfaces.

Experience

frontend devloper • TIME CyberMedia Jul 2023 - Present

- Enhanced company website to attract more visitors and improve its search engine optimization 
(SEO) profile.
- Successfully handled all client-side queries and provided satisfactory solutions.
- Implemented improvements to the website to enhance user experience and increase customer 
engagement.

Education

Diploma • Guru Nanak Dev institute of technology Sep 2021 - Jun 2023

ECE • Grade: 79%

Completed diploma in ECE branch with a commendable 79% GPA.

12th • hari ram inter collage mairaw, siwan,bihar Jun 2019 - Aug 2021

science • Grade: 61%

Completed 12th grade with a focus on physics, chemistry, and mathematics.

10th • GBK high school shahpur, patana , bihar Feb 2018 - Sep 2019

science • Grade: 58%

I successfully completed my 10th grade education with a comprehensive curriculum that encom-
passed various subjects. This academic journey equipped me with a solid foundation in subjects 
such as mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies.

Projects

Tranquilis :- ecommers website for shoping Jul 2023 - Jul 2023

TIME CyberMedia

- Developed an e-commerce website for clothing using HTML5 to structure the website
- Utilized CSS to design the website and enhance its visual appeal
- Incorporated modern features using JavaScript to differentiate the website from other e-com-
merce platforms
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- Successfully completed the project, resulting in a fully functional and visually appealing e-com-
merce website for clothing

Password generator Jun 2023 - Jun 2023

Guru Nanak Dev institute of technology

in this website i use js to implement the functiolatly . i make it very use full by adding various feature 
. i use tailwind to design it

movie search web application Jun 2023 - Jun 2023

Guru Nanak Dev institute of technology

- Developed an innovative movie app showcasing the latest films, demonstrating passion for staying 
up-to-date with the industry.
- Utilized Tailwind to create an impressive design, ensuring an eye-catching and visually appealing 
user interface.
- Implemented responsive features, ensuring seamless user experience on various devices.
- Leveraged an API to efficiently fetch movies from the internet, enhancing the app's functionality 
and providing users with real-time updates.

Enternshala clone Apr 2023 - Apr 2023

TIME CyberMedia

Project Summary:
- Developed a website using HTML, Tailwind CSS, and JavaScript to showcase my project
- Utilized HTML to structure the layout of the website
- Implemented Tailwind CSS to design and style the website, enhancing its visual appeal
- Leveraged JavaScript to improve the performance and interactivity of the website

Skills

HTML ,CSS ,JAVASCRIPT ,REACT JS
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